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wondershare filmora is a tool that a professional-level video editor will love. of the many effects
filmora has to offer, one of my favorites is the invert video filter. thanks to this feature, the video is
inverted, flipping all the colors left to right, and can be used to create cool lighting effects. you can

also take advantage of these filters by using them as part of a timelapse video, complete with a
depth-of-field effect, which makes everything look even more realistic. more powerful than most

other video editing programs, filmora allows the user to adjust almost every aspect of the video. it
offers an intuitive interface, allowing users of any skill level to adjust some pretty complex features.

a standout feature is the ability to add multiple layers to the video that can be adjusted
independently. you can add images to the video timeline, change the sizes of all the layers, and
even add filters or effects to each layer. you can also adjust the audio track, volume, and effects.

you can even use the audio track as music. i like to use it for my music. the whole process has few
steps. you must first select the right template for your video. if you are new, you can select one of
the pre-made templates, but it would be better to create your own. you can import your videos to

create a new project. since the creation of the new project, you will not need to add or remove
photos, and you can simply import them into filmora. you can also import music, speech and effects

you previously created. wondershare filmora is made available on personal computers, mobile
devices, and tablets, meaning all your friends and family will be able to see your movies on

computers, mobile devices and tablets. the free version of filmora includes all the editing features
and allows you to create multiple projects. you can share them with your friends on social media.
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theres nothing
complicated about

filmoras interface or
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workflow, and it offers
everything you could ask

for. some features are
worth considering

though: if you want to
create a very simple

movie, you can make it
using only the basic

tools, so you dont need
to be a pro. but if you
want to be able to edit

and add more features to
your movie, this program

wont cut it. with that
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said, filmora is not only
for beginners, and its
nice to see a program

that doesnt force you to
learn advanced editing
features. the program
lets you choose from a

number of video formats
and frame sizes. it

supports dv, dvd, mpeg,
asf, and wmv, and you

can output them to
mobile devices. you can
create windows media
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and flash files, and it
supports avi, mp4, mov,
and flv. it also supports

several audio formats, so
you can use the editor to
cut soundtracks for your
own videos. you can also
use the program to burn
files to dvd. it supports

dolby, dts, and pro logic.
filmora now lets you
designate a default

output format. previously
you had to set the default
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rendering mode of the
project or you had to

export to a folder chosen
on your computer. now

you can choose the exact
bitrate, the frames per
second, and even the
resolution you wish to
use. this, too, is a boon

for programmers,
because it lets you

specify on the fly how to
encode your projects.

what may be interesting
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to know is that the video
is coded in a highly

optimized h.265 video
codec, which saves you

some bandwidth. there is
also a new favorites

feature, which lets you
organize objects on

screen into albums. you
can click a thumbnail to
browse the source files,

then drag and drop them
into the new album. if

you want to browse them
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all at once, you can click
the albums tab. filmora
now has a shot-finding

feature, so you can select
the position of an object,

and then easily crop it
out. this is now useful for
playing back on phones

or tablets, where you can
crop out a cut-off part of

a scene. 5ec8ef588b
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